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Nov 21, 2014 5:59 AM

Basin-scale estimates of pelagic and coral reef calcification in the Red Sea and Western Indian Ocean
Basin-scale calcification rates are highly important in assessments of the global oceanic carbon cycle. Traditionally, such estimates
were based on rates of sedimentation measured with sediment traps or in deep sea cores. Here we estimated CaCO3 precipitation
rates in the surface water of the Red Sea from total alkalinity depletion along their axial flow using [â?¦]
Nov 21, 2014 4:57 AM

Quantifying the relative importance of transcellular and paracellular ion transports to coral polyp calcification
Ocean acidification due to rising atmospheric pCO2 slows down coral calcification and impedes reef formation, with deleterious
consequences for the diversity of reef ecosystems. Such effects contrast with the capacity of corals to actively regulate the chemical
composition of the calcifying fluid where calcification occurs. This regulation involves the active transport of calcium, bicarbonate, and
[â?¦]
Nov 20, 2014 8:14 AM

Evaluating the economic damage of climate change on global coral reefs
This paper evaluates the global economic damage arising from the effects of climate change and associated carbon dioxide
concentrations on the loss of coral reefs. We do this by first estimating the effects of sea surface temperature and carbon dioxide
concentrations on coral cover. We develop a statistical relationship between coral coverage and sea surface [â?¦]
Nov 20, 2014 5:43 AM

Biogeochemical processes and buffering capacity concurrently affect acidification in a seasonally hypoxic coastal marine basin
Coastal areas are impacted by multiple natural and anthropogenic processes and experience stronger pH fluctuations than the open
ocean. These variations can weaken or intensify the ocean acidification signal induced by increasing atmospheric pCO2. The
development of eutrophication-induced hypoxia intensifies coastal acidification, since the CO2 produced during respiration decreases
the buffering capacity of the hypoxic [â?¦]
Nov 20, 2014 5:36 AM

Promoting international collaboration on ocean acidification data management
Ocean acidification, often referred to as â??the other carbon dioxide problem,â?? is the progressive increase in ocean acidity that has
taken place since the onset of the industrial revolution. Biological and ecological studies of ocean acidification impacts only began in
the late 1990s, but the field has evolved rapidly, with exponential growth in the past [â?¦]
Nov 18, 2014 4:09 AM

Synergistic effects of acute warming and low pH on cellular stress responses of the gilthead seabream Sparus aurata
The present study assesses the resilience of the Mediterranean gilthead seabream (Sparus aurata) to acute warming and water
acidification, using cellular indicators of systemic to molecular responses to various temperatures and CO2 concentrations. Tissue
metabolic capacity derived from enzyme measurements, citrate synthase, 3-hydroxyacyl CoA dehydrogenase (HOAD), as well as
lactate dehydrogenase. Cellular stress and signaling [â?¦]
Nov 18, 2014 3:54 AM

Coral macrobioerosion is accelerated by ocean acidification and nutrients
Coral reefs exist in a delicate balance between calcium carbonate (CaCO3) production and CaCO3 loss. Ocean acidification (OA),
the CO2-driven decline in seawater pH and CaCO3 saturation state (Î©), threatens to tip this balance by decreasing calcification and
increasing erosion and dissolution. While multiple CO2 manipulation experiments show coral calcification declines under OA, the
sensitivity [â?¦]
Nov 18, 2014 2:37 AM

The combined effect of temperature and pH on embryonic development of obscure puffer Takifuguobscurus and its ecological
implications
Rising temperature and decreasing pH caused by climate change may affect the development of fish. The objective of this study was
to determine the combined effects of temperature (19, 22, 25, 28 Â°C) and pH (5, 6, 7, 8) on incubation time, total hatch rate,
abnormal rate, and viability of newly hatched larvae 24 h [â?¦]
Nov 17, 2014 8:56 AM

Effects of increased pCO2 levels on the nematocyst densities in the symbiotic sea anemone Anthopleura elegantissima
The temperate sea anemone Anthopleura elegantissima participates in a facultative symbiosis with two genera of unicellular
photosynthetic algae. Under stressful conditions such as increased levels of pCO2, anemones expel their algal symbionts causing the
anemones to rely more heavily upon heterotrophic feeding. A heavier reliance on heterotrophic feeding could be accomplished by
increasing the density [â?¦]
Nov 17, 2014 8:44 AM

Weakening mechanisms of the serpulid tube in a high CO2 world
Many benthic marine organisms produce calcium carbonate (CaCO3) structures for mechanical protection through a biologically
controlled calcification process. However, the oceans are becoming unfavorable for calcification because of the stress associated with
ocean acidification (OA) and asscoaited chemical changes such as declining saturation state of CaCO3 and seawater pH. This work
studies the impacts of [â?¦]
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